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Abstract: As the number of users who cook their own food increases, there is increasing demand for an optimal cooking procedure for multiple dishes, but the optimal cooking procedure varies from user to user due to the difference of each user’s cooking skill and environment. In this paper, we propose a system of presenting optimal cooking procedures that enables parallel cooking of multiple recipes. We formulate the problem of deciding optimal cooking procedures as a task scheduling problem by creating a task graph for each recipe. To reduce execution time, we propose two extensions to the preprocessing and bounding operation of PDF/IHS, a sequential optimization algorithm for the task scheduling problem, each taking into account the cooking characteristics. We confirmed that the proposed algorithm can reduce execution time by up to 44% compared to the base PDF/IHS, and increase execution time by about 900 times even when the number of required searches increases by 10,000 times. In addition, through the experiment with three recipes for 10 participants each, it was confirmed that by following the optimal cooking procedure for a certain menu, the actual cooking time was reduced by up to 13 min (14.8% of the time when users cooked freely) compared to the time when users cooked freely.
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1. Introduction

Beginners who are not familiar with cooking take a long time to cook because they do not know how to cook efficiently. In order to support novice users, websites like Cookpad [1] and Allrecipes.com [2], which allow users to search for and exchange homemade cooking wisdom, are attracting attention. More and more people are using these websites, which provide easy-to-understand detailed cooking procedures, to help them decide what to cook for the day.

However, it is difficult to know which cooking tasks can be performed at the same time in order to reduce the overall cooking time when making multiple dishes. Whether parallel cooking is possible or not depends on the cooking environment of the user, such as the number of cooking tools, and the time required for each cooking task, which varies from user to user. Therefore, when cooking multiple dishes, it is necessary to present an optimal cooking procedure for each user, considering the dependency of multiple cooking tasks, the cooking environment of the user, and the time required by the user for each cooking task.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate a system to present the optimal cooking procedure for cooking multiple dishes in parallel, according to the cooking environment. The optimal cooking procedure corresponds to the procedure with the shortest cooking...
time from the start of cooking to the end of cooking, including the washing tasks during cooking and the cleanup tasks after the end of cooking.

In order to create an optimal cooking procedure, we need to search for a cooking procedure that includes efficient parallel work, but the number of possible allocations of resources to cooking tasks is enormous, and searching all possible allocations is not practical. Therefore, we consider the search for the optimal cooking procedure as a variation of a task scheduling problem and formulate it as an optimal cooking procedure search problem. Furthermore, in order to obtain a solution to this problem, we propose two extensions to the existing optimization algorithms: the parallelized depth first/implicit heuristic search (PDF/IHS) [3] for preprocessing and bounding operation, considering the characteristics of cooking.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we used the proposed algorithm for a menu consisting of multiple recipes, and confirmed that (1) our method can reduce execution time by up to 44% compared to the base PDF/IHS, (2) the increase in execution time can be reduced to about 900 times even when the number of required searches increases by a factor of 10,000 (effectiveness), and (3) a cooking procedure with an error rate of 1% from the optimal cooking procedure can be obtained in about 10 s (practicality).

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we conducted an experiment with 10 participants. As a result, the proposed system has reduced the substantial cooking time by up to 13 min (14.8% of the free cooking time) compared to when the user cooks freely. Furthermore, from the results of the questionnaire to the participants in the experiment, we confirmed that the proposed system can reduce the cook’s fatigue and provide a cooking procedure that is easy to cook with less sense of urgency and pressure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the existing work related to our study. Section 3 describes the relationship between the task scheduling problem and the optimal cooking procedure search problem, which we formulate as our target problem. Section 4 describes our proposed system and each component of the system. Section 5 describes the evaluation of the optimal cooking procedure search algorithm, the optimal cooking procedure, and the app, and finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

This section describes research studies on the scheduling of cooking procedures and task scheduling problem and clarify the position of our study.

2.1. Scheduling of Cooking Procedures

In a study on the scheduling of cooking procedures, Matsushima et al. [4] used simulated annealing (SA) [5] to obtain the shortest possible cooking procedures for multiple dishes with a certain procedure for a cooking model. All of the cooking tasks were classified into one of six categories such as cutting or mixing, and the scheduling was performed using each cooking time calculated according to the skill level of the user and the ingredients. The scheduling also responds to changes in the cooking environment, such as the number of cooking tools. On the other hand, the scheduling does not take into account washing tasks or swapping of the task order within the same recipe. This may not be the optimal cooking procedure because it may not be possible to execute the cooking tasks in accordance with the cooking procedure that was created and because some of the cooking tasks may not be allocated during the free time when multiple recipes are cooked in parallel, even if they can be executed. Yamabuki et al. [6] proposed scheduling of cooking procedures for multiple people to prepare multiple dishes. They considered cooking as an extension of the resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPS) by viewing cooking tasks and cooks to be assigned as jobs and machines, respectively, and used SA to determine the cooking procedure. There are other studies to search for efficient cooking procedures, such as the creation of cooking models and the job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) [7–9], but these studies do not consider the washing task. In addition, previous studies assigned the cook as a machine, in theory, each cooking task can be performed when the cook is
assigned. However, in practice, it may be impossible to execute the cooking task because restrictions such as the number of cooking tools are not taken into account.

2.2. Task Scheduling Problem

The optimal cooking procedure creation problem can be considered as a task scheduling problem in which the cooking task is the task and the resources used in the cooking task are the processor. The task scheduling algorithms for solving this problem are classified into two categories: heuristic algorithms that obtain an approximate solution in a short time and optimization scheduling algorithms that obtain an optimal solution.

Several heuristic algorithms have been proposed as heuristic algorithms to obtain approximate solutions: list scheduling [10], which executes the task as soon as it becomes available; critical path (CP) [11], which allocates the task with the longest path length from the exit node of the task graph to each task; and the critical path/most immediate successors first (CP/MISF) [12], which prioritizes the task with the largest number of subsequent tasks if there are multiple tasks with the same CP length. Kasahara et al. proposed two optimization scheduling algorithms for obtaining optimal solutions: the sequential optimization algorithm DF/IHS [12], in which the initial solution is obtained by the CP/MISF and the search order is determined by the task assignment priority, and the bound operation is performed by the sharp lower bound [13] and the parallel algorithm PDF/IHS [3], which is an extension of the DF/IHS for parallel processing. As an improvement of the DF/IHS, Nakamura et al. [14] reduced the number of search nodes in the DF/IHS by comparing the search in progress with the nodes that have already been searched, and Matsuse et al. [15,16] proposed a method using a hash table for the comparison. In addition, to obtain an optimization algorithm that considers the overhead of data transfer to the DF/IHS, Shibuya et al. [17] proposed an algorithm that adds the remaining distance including communication overhead (REDIC) [18] to the DF/IHS to obtain a lower limit that considers the delay from each task to a specific range of subsequent tasks. Furthermore, as an improvement of this algorithm, some algorithms [19] have been proposed to perform more accurate lower limit computation by optimizing the sub-task graphs in the lower limit computation, and some algorithms [20] to reduce the computation time by hierarchical scheduling in which the sub-task graph and the whole task graph are scheduled multiple times. However, simply using these optimization algorithms as-is will not work efficiently as they do not take into account the characteristics of cooking, such as the need for multiple resources for cooking tasks at the same time and the later occurrence of washing tasks that are not included in the recipe.

2.3. Position of This Study

Existing studies on the scheduling of cooking procedures do not take into account swapping the order of cooking tasks within the same recipe or the washing tasks that inherently occur during cooking. In addition, using the existing optimization scheduling algorithms without any modification, it is impossible to capture the representative characteristics of cooking. Therefore, in this paper, we aim to construct an optimal cooking procedure presentation system that includes the washing tasks during cooking and cleanup tasks after the end of cooking. We consider the search for cooking procedures as a task scheduling problem and propose an optimal cooking procedure search algorithm based on the PDF/IHS method that takes into account the characteristics of cooking.

3. Definition of Problem

This section formulates the optimal cooking procedure search problem after describing the relationship between it and the general task scheduling problem.

3.1. Expanding the Task Scheduling Problem to the Optimal Cooking Procedure Search Problem

The task scheduling problem is the problem of deriving a schedule that minimizes the execution time (schedule length) of parallel processing of a set of tasks \( T = \{ t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n \} \).
with arbitrary processing time and precedence constraints on $m$ processors of equal performance, which is known to be a strong NP-hard [21]. This task set $T$, which is described by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) as a task graph $G(T, E)$ (where $E$ is the set of directed edges), with one start node $S$ and one end node $E$, all of which are reachable from the start node. Figure 1 shows an example of a task graph consisting of seven tasks.

![Figure 1. Example of a task graph.](image)

The node in Figure 1 is a task, the number in the node is the task number, the number at the top left of the node is the processing time of the task, the number on edge is the overhead time, and each directed edge represents a partially-ordered constraint between tasks. The task scheduling problem is necessary to consider overhead time and to get a schedule that minimizes the execution time.

The optimal cooking procedure search problem is a task scheduling problem by considering each recipe’s cooking tasks as tasks, the resources (user, knife, board, etc.) as processors, and the washing tasks as overhead. Here, as the cooking time required for each cooking/washing task is different for each user, it is necessary to consider which tasks can be assigned to a gap time to efficiently reduce the cooking time. Furthermore, the most important difference between the optimal cooking procedure search problem and the task scheduling problem is the treatment of the washing tasks. The overhead time of the task scheduling problem occurs when the preceding and following tasks, which are related to each other, are processed by different processors, as described above. On the other hand, the washing tasks in cooking are determined by the last cooking tasks that used the resources. For example, if the user is about to cut vegetables and has previously performed the cooking task of cutting meat, the knife and cutting board need to be washed (unless the vegetables are cooked with the meat). Thus, in the optimal cooking procedure search problem, the overhead cannot be defined in advance because the necessity of the washing task changes depending on the combination of cooking tasks. In the formulation of the optimal cooking procedure search problem, we must take this difference into account.

### 3.2. Formulation of the Optimal Cooking Procedure Search Problem

In this section, we summarize the input recipe information, the output cooking procedure, and the washing operations to be considered in the optimal cooking procedure search problem, and then describe the objective function.

#### 3.2.1. Recipe Information

The recipe set $RR = \{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_k\}$ is composed of $k$ recipes, where $k$ is the number of recipes selected by the user, and there is no limitation to the number of recipes $k$. Each recipe $R_i = \{r_{i1}, r_{i2}, \ldots, r_{il_i}\} (1 \leq i \leq k)$ is composed of $l_i$ cooking tasks, where $l_i$ is the number of cooking tasks in $R_i$. The cooking tasks in this study are subdivided into tasks dealing with only one food stuff, for example, (1) cutting onions and (2) cutting cabbage instead of (1) cutting onions and cabbage.

A cooking task $r$ in a recipe has the following elements: [ingredient, quantity, cooking content, required resource, holding resource, cooking time, preparing time, cooking type, holding type, starting requirement, holding requirement, and previous task]. Table 1 shows an example of the cooking tasks included in a hamburger recipe except for the ingredient, quantity, and cooking-content.
Table 1. Cooking tasks included in hamburger steak recipe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Number</th>
<th>Required Resource</th>
<th>Holding Resource</th>
<th>Cooking Time</th>
<th>Preparing Time</th>
<th>Cooking Type</th>
<th>Holding Type</th>
<th>Starting Requirement</th>
<th>Holding Requirement</th>
<th>Previous Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>user, knife, board</td>
<td>bowl</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>vegetable</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bowl, microwave</td>
<td>bowl</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>user, bowl, tnp</td>
<td>plate</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>user, pan, stove, turner</td>
<td>pan, stove</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>user, bowl, tnp</td>
<td>bowl</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>pan, stove, lid</td>
<td>pan</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>user, pan, turner, spoon</td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The required resource is the set of cooking tools used in the cooking task. The holding resource is the set of resources needed to hold the cooked food after completing the cooking task. In the example of Table 1, cooking task (1) uses {user, knife, and board} for the cooking task and a {bowl} for holding the cooked food. The cooking time is the time required to perform the cooking task. This value is the value if the time is mentioned in the recipe, or the actual time required by the user to perform the cooking task in the past if it is not mentioned. The preparing time is the time required to prepare for the start of the cooking task. However, if the required resource includes “user”, the preparing time is 0. The cooking type and the holding type are assigned to the resources included in the required resource and the holding resource after completing the cooking task, respectively, and used to determine the occurrence of the washing task. The definition of a washing task is explained in detail in Section 3.2.3. The starting requirement is the set of cooking tasks that must be completed before the cooking task can be performed. The holding requirement indicates the requirement to free the holding resource. In the example of Table 1, cooking tasks 4 and 5 must be completed before starting cooking task 6, and the holding resource for cooking task 6, {pan}, cannot use for any other cooking task until starting cooking task 7. The previous task represents the cooking task number where the end time of that cooking task and the start time of the next cooking task must coincide within the cooking procedure.

In this study, we assume that the available resources are the user and the tools used for cooking (the number of resources is variable), and each number is represented by a vector $RS = (RS_1, RS_2, \ldots, RS_g)$, where $g$ is the number of resource types, and each resource number can be changed depending on the environment of the user, as long as it is greater than or equal to the number required for each cooking task. Note that immediately after the start of cooking, all resources are already available. For these resources, different resources can be used in parallel at a given time, and a number of resources can be used in parallel. However, for a holding resource, the same resource can be used if it has the same holding type even if that resource is currently in use.

3.2.2. Cooking Procedure

The output of the optimal cooking procedure problem, the cooking procedure, is created as a sequence of all of the cooking tasks contained in $R$ in $RR$. The cooking procedure to be created is denoted by $S = \langle s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n \rangle$, and $n$ is the number of tasks to be executed sequentially. In addition, the $S$ cooking procedure includes washing tasks that occur during the execution of $S$ and cleanup tasks, whereby all of the used resources are washed at the end of cooking. By following $S$, the user can automatically parallelize the cooking tasks and cook efficiently.

The cooking procedure $S$ must satisfy the following three constraints.

The first constraint is that, in order to complete all the recipes selected by the user, $S$ includes all of the cooking tasks for all the recipes in $RR$ and is represented by the following equation,

$$ \bigcup_{R \in RR} \bigcup_{r \in R} s \subseteq \bigcup_{s \in S} s $$

The second constraint is that at all times in $S$, the number of resources used is less than or equal to the number of available resources. Given that the time in the cooking procedure
is \( t \) and that each number of resources used at a given time \( t \) is \( rs_t = (rs_{t,1}, rs_{t,2}, \ldots, rs_{t,g}) \), this constraint is expressed as

\[
\forall t (0 \leq t \leq \text{Time}(S)), \forall j (1 \leq j \leq g), rs_{t,j} \leq RS_j
\]  

(2)

where \( \text{Time}(S) \) is the time it takes to finish cooking procedure \( S \).

The third constraint is that in each recipe \( R \), prior tasks \( \text{Pri}(r) \) must be finished before the task \( r \in R \) starts and this must also hold in \( S \). This constraint is expressed as

\[
\forall s \in S, \forall s' \in \text{Pri}(s), \text{FinishTime}(s') \leq \text{StartTime}(s)
\]  

(3)

\( \text{StartTime}(s) \) and \( \text{FinishTime}(s) \) are functions to obtain the start and end time of cooking task \( s \) in \( S \), respectively.

3.2.3. Definition of Washing Task

It is necessary to wash the cooking tools at the beginning of a cooking task. For example, if meat was previously prepared with a knife on a cutting board, the user needs to wash the knife and cutting board before performing the cooking task of cutting vegetables. In this study, the washing task occurs when the type already assigned to each resource is different from the cooking type and holding type of the cooking task, and the resource becomes available when the washing task is performed. In the case of cooking in the order of the task number in Table 1, the bowl, which is the holding resource, is first assigned the holding type “A” by the cooking task 1. Then, when this bowl is used in cooking task 2 and 3, no washing task occurs because the type of the bowl (A) and the cooking type and holding type of the cooking tasks (A) match. On the other hand, when this bowl is used in cooking task 5, a washing task occurs because the type of bowl (A) and the type of cooking and holding (C) are different. The time required for the washing task is assumed to be a time vector \( WT = (WT_1, WT_2, \ldots, WT_g) \) defined for each resource, and a target resource and user are required to execute the washing task.

3.2.4. Objective Function

In this study, the optimal cooking procedure is the shortest cooking time from the start of cooking to the end of cooking, including the washing task during cooking and the cleanup task after the end of cooking, so the objective function is as follows:

\[
\text{Minimize} \ (\text{Time}(S))
\]  

(4)

4. System Overview

This section describes our proposed system and each component of the system.

4.1. Proposed System

Figure 2 shows the structure and data flow of our proposed system. Each number in Figure 2 shows the data flow and the app shows the Android application “Optimal Cooking Procedure Presentation Application” we implemented.
4.2. Optimal Cooking Procedure Search Algorithm

In the proposed system, the user first selects recipes from those displayed in the app and enters the user id. The input data are sent to the server, and based on the selected recipes and the user id, cooking information such as cooking time is retrieved from the database. The server searches for the optimal cooking procedure using “optimal cooking procedure search algorithm” and sends the result to the app. The user can use the app to confirm the cooking task s/he is doing now and should perform next while cooking.

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe the optimal cooking procedure search algorithm and the app, respectively.

4.2.1. Base Algorithm: PDF/IHS

In this study, we use the PDF/IHS as the base algorithm to solve the optimal cooking procedure search problem, and improve its preprocessing and bounding operation. The PDF/IHS is an extension of the DF/IHS, for parallel processing, and the DF/IHS mainly consists of preprocessing, branching operation, and bounding operation. In the preprocessing of the DF/IHS, the task numbers are renumbered using the method used in the CP/MISF described in Section 2, and heuristically good solutions are collected on the left side of the search tree. In the search phase, it is possible to search from the left of the search tree using the DF/FIFO, starting from heuristically good solutions.

Figure 3 shows the task graph with the DF/IHS preprocessing applied to Figure 1. Figure 4 shows the partial search tree when searching for a solution using the DF/IHS method when Figure 3 assigned to two processors.

The gantt chart in Figure 4 shows the results of the allocation to processors up to that time, with processor 1 at the top and processor 2 at the bottom. Furthermore, t is the time when the branching operation is performed, and R is the task number that can be allocated to the processor at time t. When there are multiple assignable tasks, this partial search tree is created by adding the child nodes of the current node from the left in the order of decreasing task number. However, in the task scheduling problem, if the processing time of each task is different, the optimal solution may not be obtained by list scheduling that assigns tasks to processors as soon as they become available [22]. Therefore, in the DF/IHS method, a node is created including tasks (φ in Figure 4) that force the processor to be idle at the time of division. Here, there is actually some overhead in the allocation process, but for simplicity we ignore it here.
Figure 3. Re-numbered task graph in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Partial search tree in DF/IHS.

4.2.2. Overview of the Optimal Cooking Procedure Search Algorithm

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of a function that recursively creates a search tree used in the optimal cooking procedure search algorithm. In Algorithm 1, $P$ is the set of cooking/washing tasks that have already been assigned a start/end time in the schedule of the cooking procedure currently being explored, $E$ is the set of cooking tasks that satisfy the starting requirement in the current state of $P$, and $F$ is the set that contains only the cooking tasks in $P$.

Algorithm 1 performs preprocessing on $E$ and initialization of a tentative optimal cooking procedure $O$ for the first call only. Figure 9 describes the preprocessing. Then, the function isBounded compares $P$ and $O$ to determine the bounding operation. Section 4.2.4 describes the bounding operation. Then, select one cooking task from the $E$, and call the function Reconstruct. Next, the selected cooking task is added to $P$, and the function Reconstruct determines whether the parallelized result satisfies all the constraints. Then, when the constraint is found to be satisfied, update $E$ and $F$, and call the function Recursive again. At this time, the function AddExecutableTask adds the cooking task that satisfies the starting requirement to $E$ by the cooking task $e$. After all the cooking tasks are added to $P$, the function AddCleanUpTask adds the cleanup task to $P$. Here, the washing tasks are added to the gap time when there exists a gap time in $P$ during which the washing tasks can be performed. Finally, $P$ and $O$ are compared, and if $P$ has a shorter total cooking time than $O$, $P$ is updated with $O$.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for the Reconstruct function that parallelizes the cooking operations and checks the constraints used in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 2, $e$ is the cooking task to be added to $P$, $U$ is the set of resources allocated to $e$, $W$ is the set of resources in $U$ that need to be washed before $e$ is executed, and $G$ is the set of gap time in $P$ where the user is not used.
Algorithm 1: Recursive Function

**input:**
- E: Executable Cooking task List
- F: Finished Cooking task List
- P: Provided Schedule

**output:**
- O: Optimal Cooking Schedule

1. Pre-processing for E only once;
2. Initialize O only once;
3. if isBounded (O,P) then
   return
4. if E is not empty then
   foreach element e in E in order from top do
   5. isOk, P ← Reconstruct(e,P);
      if isOk then
      6. Remove(E,e);
      7. AddFinishTask(F,e);
      8. AddExecutableTask(E,e);
      9. Recursive(E, F, P);
   else
      10. AddCleanUpTask(P);
      if time(P) < time(O) then
      11. O ← P;

Figure 5 illustrates an example of how Algorithm 2 works when task D is added to the temporary schedule P in which tasks A, B, and C are already added.

Algorithm 2: Reconstruct Function

**input:**
- e: Cooking Task
- P: Provided Schedule

**output:**
-isOk : Does P Satisfy Continuity
- P : Provided Schedule

1. U ← AllocateResources(e);
2. W ← GetNeedWashingResources(U);
3. if W is not empty then
   4. G ← GetNotUsingUserTime(P);
   5. InsertWashingTask(P,W,G);
   6. foreach element w in W do
      7. AddWashingTask(P,w);
   8. AddCookingTask(P,e);
   9. isOk ← isSatisfyContinuity(P);
Figure 5. Example of how Algorithm 2 works.

In Algorithm 2, we first allocate the resources $U$ to be used in $e$ by the function $AllocationResources$. This function allocates resources in the following order when there are multiple candidate resources to be allocated.

- A resource that is not being used and does not require a washing task
- A resource that is not being used and requires a washing task
- Earliest available resource

Next, the function $GetNeedWashingResources$ retrieves the set of resources $W$ in $U$ that need the washing task. After that, the function $GetNotUsingUserTime$ obtains the set of gap time $G$ during which the user can do the washing task. If the generated washing task can insert in $G$, it inserts into $P$ by the function $InsertWashingTask$. If it cannot insert, it is added to $P$ by the function $AddWashingTask$. After all the washing tasks are added, the function $AddCookingTask$ adds $e$ to $P$ by prepending. Finally, the function $isValidContinuity$ determines whether $O$ satisfies the continuity of the recipe.

4.2.3. Proposed Method of Preprocessing

We propose two preprocessing methods for the optimal cooking procedure search algorithm, using the following indices:

- Method 1: Sorting by critical path (CP)
- Method 2: Sorting by user-free time

These preprocessing steps are done only once for $E$ in the first line of Algorithm 1.

Method 1 is a method to sort tasks in order of CP for each cooking task in $E$. This method is also used in the DF/IHS. In cooking, a cooking task with a large CP means that there are many cooking tasks after it, or that there are cooking tasks that require a lot of time after it. If there is a cooking task that requires a lot of time later, the time occupied by a particular resource will increase, and other cooking tasks that use the resource cannot be performed. On the other hand, cooking tasks that use unoccupied resources can be performed in parallel. Therefore, assigning cooking tasks with large CP first increases the number of candidates for cooking tasks that can be performed in parallel. This preprocessing allows us to obtain an accurate initial solution and to update the tentative solution efficiently.

In method 2, in the task graph for a given recipe, assign a time value to cooking tasks that do not require a user and sort the cooking tasks in ascending order. This value represents the amount of time that the cooking task can cook in parallel with another cooking task. There are certain cooking tasks that require a user, and the washing task also requires a user. By performing cooking tasks that do not require a user and cooking tasks that do require a user at the same time, the cooking time can be reduced. Furthermore, by assigning cooking tasks that do not require a user to a variable (provided schedule) $P$ at an early phase, the number of candidates for cooking tasks that can be executed in parallel increases. This preprocessing also allows us to obtain an accurate initial solution and to update the provided solution efficiently.
4.2.4. Proposed Method of Bounding Operation

As bounding operations for optimal cooking procedure search, we propose the following two bounding operations instead of those used in PDF/IHS:

- Method 1: Bounding by critical path and washing task time
- Method 2: Bounding by remaining time for each resource and washing task time

These bounding operations are performed by the function is Bounded in Algorithm 1. The largest critical path of the cooking task not assigned to \( P \) will always be the time that is added to \( P \). As we know at the time of \( P \) assignment that the resources required for washing tasks during cleanup are also known, we perform the bounding operation when the total time of the sum of the washing task time and critical path added to the tentative end time of \( P \) is not better than \( O \). Note that when there is a cooking task that does not require the user to be on the edge of critical path, the washing task time is calculated considering the gap time, because it may be possible to insert the washing task in the gap time.

The remaining time for each resource in method 2 is the time that is always added to the tentative completion time of \( P \) because it cannot be parallelized reliably due to resource constraints. For example, when there is only one user, cooking tasks that require a user cannot be performed in parallel. Therefore, the total cooking time that includes the user in the required resource of cooking tasks that have not been added to \( P \) is always added to the tentative end time of \( P \). As in Method 1, at the time of \( P \) assignment, we also know the resources that need to be washed during cleanup. Therefore, the bounding operation is performed when the cooking time, which is the sum of the time already required by the allocation of \( P \) plus the maximum of the total usage time for each of all resources included in the cooking tasks not allocated to \( P \) divided by the number of resources plus the washing time, is not better than \( O \).

4.3. Optimal Cooking Procedure Presentation Application

Figure 6 shows the interface of the app used by the user to confirm the optimal cooking procedure.

![Figure 6. User interface.](image-url)
In this app, the user can see the task image, the content of the task, and the current progress for both cooking and washing tasks and can use the buttons at bottom left/right to navigate to the previous/next task screen. In particular, in the case of cooking tasks, it is possible to see by pictures what the current cooking task will be when it is finished, so even a beginner user can easily know how to perform the cooking task. In addition, unlike most websites, only a single cooking/washing task is displayed, allowing the user to easily grasp the quantity and contents of the cooking/washing task and concentrate on a single task.

5. Evaluation

This section describes the evaluation of the optimal cooking procedure search algorithm for actual menus created from multiple recipes. In addition, we evaluate the optimal cooking procedure and the app through an experiment to show the usefulness of this study.

5.1. Evaluation of the Optimal Cooking Procedure Search Algorithm

5.1.1. Experiment Overview

We have converted eight real recipes into a form that can be used by our algorithm and created two common menus (Table 2) from these recipes. We show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm by applying it to these two menus and comparing the execution time. Menus 1 and 2 consist of [salt-grilled mackerel, miso soup, and Japanese omelet], and [hamburg steak, miso soup, and potato salad], respectively. The total number of cooking tasks and the estimated total cooking time for menus 1 and 2 are 13 and 18 tasks, and 2550 and 3960 s, respectively, with menu 2 requiring more cooking tasks and more cooking time. Therefore, when all the cooking procedures are searched to satisfy the constraints in the recipe, the number of required searches for menu 2 is approximately 10,000 times greater than for menu 1. For these menus, we apply and evaluate the following six methods: the base PDF/IHS; SA used by Matsushima et al.’s research [4], which is the most similar to our research; and four methods, from a combination of two preprocessing and two bounding operations that we propose.

Table 2. Menu information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe Name</th>
<th>Task Number</th>
<th>Estimated Total Cooking Time</th>
<th>Number of Required Searches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>menu 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt-grilled mackerel</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>8.65 × 10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miso soup</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese omelet</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>menu 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hamburg steak</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>8.82 × 10⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miso soup</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potato salad</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation is done by (1) execution time: the time until the algorithm finishes executing, (2) convergence time: the time until the tentative solution in the algorithm converges to the optimal cooking procedure, and (3) reached time: the time until the cooking procedure in which the error from the total cooking time of the optimal cooking procedure is 1% is defined as the semi-optimal cooking procedure and is reached.

We use (1) the execution time to compare the basic performance of the algorithms, (2) the convergence time to identify the time required to obtain the optimal solution, and (3) the reached time to identify the time required to obtain the solution when a quasi-optimal solution is allowed (defined in this paper as 1% error from the optimal solution) with actual operation in mind.

The algorithms are implemented in Python and run on a machine with Intel Core i7 3.4 GHz CPU, 32 GB memory, and 8 concurrent processes.
5.1.2. Results

Table 3 shows the total cooking time for the cooking procedures obtained by the base PDF/IHS, SA, and proposed algorithms; the total cooking time for the SA is the average total cooking time obtained when 10 random initial cooking procedures are given. The optimal total cooking time for menus 1 and 2 is 2250 s and 3630 s, respectively, based on the PDF/IHS results. The proposed algorithm reaches the optimal total cooking time, while the average total cooking time of the SA is larger.

Table 3. Total cooking time obtained by the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Menu 1</th>
<th>Menu 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base PDF/IHS</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>3630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA (10 times Avg.)</td>
<td>2441</td>
<td>3786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Algorithm</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>3630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the execution time, convergence time, and reached time of the five methods except for the SA. Here, each combination of two preprocessing and two bounding operations that we propose is denoted as combination 1 to 4, respectively. For menu 1, the shortest execution time is 1.32 s for combination 2, the convergence time is 0.43 s for combination 4, and the reached time is 0.12 s for combination 1 or 2. In addition, the execution time is less than 2 s for all combinations. For menu 2, the shortest execution time is 1202 s for combination 4, convergence time is 221 s for combination 4, and reached time is 6.36 s for combination 2. Regarding execution time, the base PDF/IHS performed the worst, with 2141 s execution time, which is 15 min longer than the fastest (combination 4). In all methods, the reached time is within 10 s.

Table 4. Execution time, convergence time, and reached time of the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Execution Time [s]</th>
<th>Convergence Time [s]</th>
<th>Reached Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Menu 1</td>
<td>Menu 2</td>
<td>Menu 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base PDF/IHS</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2141</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combination 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-processing 1 + bounding 1</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combination 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-processing 1 + bounding 2</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combination 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-processing 2 + bounding 1</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combination 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-processing 2 + bounding 2</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1202</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 7 and 8 show the transition of updating the tentative solution. In each figure, the horizontal axis represents the elapsed time and the vertical axis represents the total cooking time. Each plot in the figure shows the elapsed time and the total cooking time when the tentative solution was actually updated. The light blue and purple horizontal lines in the figure represent the total cooking time of the semi-optimal and optimal cooking procedures, respectively. From Figures 7 and 8, we can confirm that the tentative solutions for both menus are rapidly updated after the start of the algorithm.
5.1.3. Discussion

From Table 3, we can see that the average cooking time obtained by SA is significantly worse than the optimal total cooking time. This is because when the order of the two cooking tasks in the cooking procedure is switched in the SA, there are many cases where the procedure does not work due to the constraints of “holding requirement” and “previous task.” Therefore, the SA method is not suitable for the optimal cooking procedure search problem if it is unchanged.

From Table 4, comparing the base PDF/IHS with our proposed algorithm, we can confirm that the execution time is greatly reduced from 1.98 s to 1.32 s for menu 1 and from 2141 s to 1202 s for menu 2. This is a 33% and 44% execution time reduction for menus 1 and 2, respectively. This indicates that our proposed method works effectively for the optimal cooking procedure search problem. We can say that the combination of preprocessing and bounding operations suitable for the optimal cooking procedure search algorithm is the combination including the bounding operation method 2. The reason for the superior results of the bounding operation method 2 is that many cooking tasks use “user” as resources, so even if the recipes containing the cooking tasks are different, the remaining time for each resource across multiple recipes can be calculated, and this method works more effectively than method 1, which can only calculate the critical path of the same recipe. In addition, while the number of required searches for menu 2 is approximately 10,000 times larger than that for menu 1 (Table 2), the execution time is about 900 times (Table 4). This suggests that the proposed algorithm is effective in reducing the execution time even when the number of required searches increases. However, the
minimum execution time for menu 2 is about 20 min (1202 s), which is not acceptable when considering actual operation. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm can obtain a semi-optimal cooking procedure with an error rate of 1% from the optimal solution in about 10 s for all combinations, even for menu 2 (Table 4). We also observed that the tentative solution was updated rapidly after the algorithm started (Figures 7 and 8). Therefore, we believe that the proposed algorithm can sufficiently present significant cooking procedures in real-time by, for example, terminating the calculation in 10 s, and has sufficient practicality.

5.2. Evaluation of Optimal Cooking Procedure Presenting Application

5.2.1. Experiment Overview

In order to confirm that the proposed app can shorten the cooking time of users, we conducted an experiment using menu 2 with 10 male and female participants (all graduate students). First, we conducted a questionnaire survey to determine the cooking skill level of the participants, and divided them into two groups, A and B, so that their cooking skill levels would be the same. Then, the participants cooked as they usually do and cooked using the proposed app. In order to suppress the bias caused by the order of the experiments, Group A cooked as usual and then cooked using the proposed app, while Group B cooked using the proposed app and then cooked as usual. The participants check the cooking procedures on a paper basis when they cook as usual, and check them using the app when they cook using the proposed app. Both paper and app show the same tasks, but the app also shows the cooking tools that the task requires as shown in Figure 6.

We conduct our evaluation through quantitative and qualitative evaluations. In the quantitative evaluation, we confirm that the user can reduce the cooking time by using the proposed app. Here, the cooking time for each cooking task is essentially unchanged regardless of whether the proposed app is used or not, because the tasks are exactly the same. In reality, however, the total cooking time varies greatly due to habituation and fatigue, and it is necessary to compare the total cooking time after considering these biases. Therefore, we recorded the time taken for each cooking task to determine the change in time between the same cooking tasks. For the qualitative evaluation, we confirm the impact of the proposed app on the user. Specifically, we confirm (1) the level of fatigue, (2) the sense of urgency and pressure, (3) the progress as planned, (4) the ease of cooking, and (5) the quality of the dish.

5.2.2. Results

As a result of the experiment, we observed that there were two types of participants who behaved differently from what we expected when cooking as usual. The first was the participants who parallelized the cooking tasks that were not assumed. For example, we assumed that participants could not perform other cooking tasks while they were cooking “grill hamburger steak on both sides” based on the recipe. However, several participants performed other cooking tasks during this cooking task. The second is the participants who rarely do the washing task when they cook as usual. These participants used a sponge to wash the cooking tools when using the proposed app. On the other hand, when they were cooking as usual, they used the cooking tools for other cooking tasks without rinsing them with water or washing them at all. As these actions greatly affect the cooking time, it is necessary to evaluate the results considering their effect.

Tables 5 and 6 show the experimental results for each participant in groups A and B. Participants with unexpected parallel cooking tasks and those who did not wash the cooking tools are marked, and there were four participants in each case. The columns “cooking as usual” and “using app” show the actual measured times for all the cooking without considering the bias. The column “change in cooking task” shows the increase or decrease between the total cooking time for each cooking task when cooking with the app and the total cooking time when cooking as usual. Increase or decrease of up to 20 min can be observed due to habituation and fatigue. The column “substantial change in cooking time” is the change in total cooking time considering habituation and fatigue,
and is obtained by subtracting the cooking as usual and the change in cooking task time from the using app. The column “proportion of substantial change in cooking time” is the proportion of “substantial change in cooking time” to “cooking as usual”, and represents the percentage reduction in cooking time that takes into account the bias when using the app. We have achieved a time reduction of up to 13 min (14.8% of cooking as usual) by using the proposed app (ID = 1 in Table 5). Overall, the substantial cooking time of half of the participants was reduced.

Table 5. Result of experiment for each user (Group A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Unexpected Parallellism</th>
<th>No Washing</th>
<th>Cooking as Usual</th>
<th>Using App</th>
<th>Change in Cooking Task</th>
<th>Substantial Change in Cooking Time</th>
<th>Proportion of Substantial Change in Cooking Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1:29:30</td>
<td>1:18:23</td>
<td>+2:06</td>
<td>+13:13</td>
<td>-14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1:04:52</td>
<td>1:03:56</td>
<td>-9:46</td>
<td>+9:44</td>
<td>+15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1:11:56</td>
<td>0:54:21</td>
<td>-20:40</td>
<td>+3:05</td>
<td>+4.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1:52:32</td>
<td>1:35:45</td>
<td>-6:13</td>
<td>-10:34</td>
<td>-9.39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Result of experiment for each user (Group B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Unexpected Parallellism</th>
<th>No Washing</th>
<th>Cooking as Usual</th>
<th>Using App</th>
<th>Change in Cooking Task</th>
<th>Substantial Change in Cooking Time</th>
<th>Proportion of Substantial Change in Cooking Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0:57:13</td>
<td>1:06:05</td>
<td>+5:57</td>
<td>+2:55</td>
<td>+5.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1:10:16</td>
<td>1:06:45</td>
<td>+1:07</td>
<td>-4:38</td>
<td>-6.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1:19:42</td>
<td>1:26:15</td>
<td>+0:23</td>
<td>+6:10</td>
<td>+7.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1:21:11</td>
<td>1:41:27</td>
<td>+16:52</td>
<td>+3:24</td>
<td>+4.19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows the usage of the resource “user” when the participant (ID = 1) cooks. Each horizontal bar represents a cooking/washing task. Horizontal bars of the same color common in Figure 9a,b represent the same cooking task except for the light blue color. The light blue horizontal bar represents the washing task. From Figure 9, we find that there is a time when the user is not doing anything when cooking as usual, but when using the app, the user is always performing a task.

![Resource usage when cooking as usual](image)

(a) Resource usage when cooking as usual

![Resource usage when cooking with the app](image)

(b) Resource usage when cooking with the app

Figure 9. Resource usage (ID = 1).

Table 7 shows the results of the qualitative evaluation conducted on each participant after the experiment. The use of the app reduced the level of fatigue by 0.7 points and the sense of urgency and pressure by 1.4 points. In addition, on-time progress and ease of cooking increased by 1.4 points each. On the other hand, the quality of the dish decreased by 0.3 points.

Table 7. Questionnaire results on cooking and app.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Cooking as Usual</th>
<th>Using App</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fatigue [1:very low, 5:very high]</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urgency and pressure [1:very low, 5:very high]</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>progress as planned [1:low satisfaction, 5:high satisfaction]</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ease of cooking [1:very difficult, 5:very easy]</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality [1:low satisfaction, 5:high satisfaction]</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.3. Discussion

From Tables 5 and 6, half of the participants (ID = 3, 4, 5, 9, 11) increased the substantial total cooking time. We believe that this is due to the unexpected parallelization and almost no washing tasks when cooking as usual. As the proposed app does not perform unsearchable parallelization or necessary washing, it is considered inappropriate for comparison. On the other hand, using the proposed app properly reduced the substantial total cooking time of half of the experimental participants (ID = 1, 6, 7, 8, 11). This is because our proposed system assigned parallel cooking and washing tasks to the gaps that were not utilized when cooking as usual (Figure 9). We believe that the proposed app is effective because it reduces the actual cooking time by a maximum of 13 min (14.8%) and an average of 9 min (9.5%).

From Table 7, the proposed app (1) reduces the level of fatigue, (2) reduces the sense of urgency and pressure, (3) helps to keep on schedule, and (4) makes cooking easier. This can be attributed to the fact that the app gave more time to the participants because they did not have to think about the cooking procedure. We also received positive comments from the participants: “I did not feel urgency or pressure because I only had to follow the cooking procedure” and “I did not feel the stress of having to wash the cooking tools during the cooking process because they were already ready for use when I wanted to use them”. Therefore, the proposed app not only reduces the cooking time but also makes cooking more comfortable.

On the other hand, the quality of the dish was higher when it was cooked as usual. This is because the optimal cooking procedure only aims at minimizing the total cooking time, and thus the completion time varies from recipe to recipe. In our experiment, there was a large difference between the time when the participants finished making the miso soup and the time when they finished making all the recipes, and this led to this evaluation because the miso soup became cold. We think this problem can be improved by presenting the cooking procedure that minimizes the total cooking time and has the smallest difference between the completion time of the dish that should be warm and the cooking time.

6. Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to create an optimal cooking procedure that minimizes the total cooking time from the start of cooking to the end of cooking, including the washing task. We considered the creation of the optimal cooking procedure as a task scheduling problem and proposed an algorithm that extends the existing optimization methods to include the cooking-specific properties. In evaluation experiments, we showed that the proposed algorithm can reduce the execution time by up to 44% compared to the base PDF/IHS and increases the execution time by about 900 times even when the number of required searches increases by 10,000 times (usefulness), and that a cooking procedure with an error rate of 1% compared to the optimal cooking procedure can be derived in about 10 s (practicality). As a result of the quantitative evaluation through the experiment with three recipes for 10 participants each, the proposed application reduced by up to 13 min (14.8% of the time when users cooked freely) compared to the time when users cooked freely. In addition, as a result of qualitative evaluation through the questionnaire, the proposed application reduced fatigue, impatience, and pressure, made keeping on schedule and cooking easier. From this, we concluded that the proposed algorithm and application are effective.
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